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a letter from  
the president
Dear Friend,

As you browse through Active Transportation Alliance’s 
accomplishments in 2010, please keep this in mind: We 
didn’t do any of this alone. 

Whether it was legislators in Springfield, school teachers 
in Palatine or volunteer bike mechanics at one of our 
fundraising rides, we made big strides again this year thanks 
to people who are excited to support our mission. 

Sure, staff elbow grease keeps the gears clicking and the 
pedals turning. But at the end of the day, our successes are 
due to thousands of members, supporters, friends, partners 
and sympathetic cohorts. 

That’s the way it’s been for the past 25 years. Ever since 
1985, Active Trans has been working collaboratively to 
bring healthy transportation choices to communities across 
Chicagoland. That’s how we helped Chicago become one  
of the most bike-friendly large cities in the nation, and that’s 
why we represent a powerful force as we continue to push  
for expanding and improving Chicagoland’s network of 
bike, pedestrian and transit facilities. 

Sincerely,

Jane Blew Healy 
President, Active Transportation Alliance  
Board of Directors
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Active Trans works side by side with members, 
volunteers, government agencies and advocacy 
groups to ensure that local municipalities always 
consider the rights of bicyclists, pedestrians and 
transit users. 

In preparation for the Chicago mayoral election, 
we asked candidates to support a sustainable 
transportation platform, which we created with a 
coalition of advocacy organizations.

Just as we hoped, the platform sparked multiple 
discussions with candidates and helped elevate 
bicycle, pedestrian and transit issues to a more 
prominent position in the campaign.

+ In suburban communities like oak lawn, elmhurst 
and palatine, we mobilized local advocates to help 
make active transportation easier and safer. 

+ In Chicago’s 
Humboldt park 
neighborhood, we 
guided alderman in 
a plan to calm traffic 
and give residents 
easier access to one 
of the city’s most 
prized green spaces. 

+ In oak Forest, Homewood 
and Chicago, we helped 
organize community events that 
temporarily closed off streets 
to cars and opened them for 
biking, walking and other types 
of self-propelled activities. 

we mobilize 
advocates

Here are a few other active  
trans advocacy efforts in 2010:

For a quarter century, Active Trans has been 
working with lawmakers to pass legislation 
that protects vulnerable road users and 
encourages sustainable transportation. 

Active Trans’ chief legislative accomplishment 
in 2010 resulted in a big leap for pedestrian 
safety. The Must Stop for Pedestrians law, 
which requires Illinois drivers to stop for 
pedestrians in crosswalks, was added to 
the books thanks to Active Trans lobbying 
lawmakers, rallying our members and 
building a coalition of supporters. Since 
the passage of the law, Active Trans has 
been helping train police departments on 
enforcement strategies. 

we pursue laws to  
 make streets safer 

Here are a few other laws that we helped 
enact in 2010:

+ punishment 
is now stiffer for 
motorists who 
drive too close to 
pedestrians and 
bicyclists. 

+ local communities now 
possess more control over 
their local speed limits. 

+ red light cameras 
continue to make the streets 
safer for all road users—
whether you’re a cyclist, a 
pedestrian or a motorist. 
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we give people 
the tools they 
need to be safe 

+ Since opening 
the Crash Support 
Hotline mid-year, 
we’ve provided 
scores of cyclists 
and pedestrians with 
guidance and advice 
after they’ve been in 
a crash. 

+ In 2010, active trans provided 
safety training to 5,800 people, 
showed 1,400 people how to fit 
bike helmets, enrolled 6,000 
children in curricular programs 
and provided initial outreach to 
21,600 individuals, ranging in 
age from 5 to 85. 

+ active trans worked with residents in Humboldt 
park, n. lawndale and logan Square to make 
their blocks safer and more inviting for active 
transportation. In 2010, nearly 200 schools from every 
corner of Chicagoland participated in Walk and roll 
to School Day, an international event to encourage 
more children to bike and walk to school. active trans 
helped many of these schools develop school travel 
plans and train staff and teachers. 

Here are some highlights of 
our efforts to create safer 
streets in 2010: 

Active Trans has a deep and abiding 
commitment to creating safe 
environments for cyclists, pedestrians 
and transit users. We educate people 
on rules of the road, and we give local 
residents the tools to make their streets 
better for walking and biking. 

we help  
communities  

plan for active 
transportation

+ the Chicago 
park District will 
be using our report 
on lakefront trail 
usage to make the 
trail safer, more 
accessible and less 
congested.

Ensuring better biking, 
walking and transit options 
in a community requires 
a comprehensive set of 
strategies that outline needed 
infrastructure, as well as 
policy and programming 
recommendations.

+ We developed 
biking and active 
transportation 
plans for the 
Chicago suburban 
communities of 
Mount prospect, 
palos Heights, oak 
Forest, oak lawn 
and Wheaton. 

+ active trans took 
on the formidable 
task of integrating 
a collection of 
existing bike plans 
and bike facilities 
into a regional 
biking plan for 
Chicago’s northwest 
suburbs. the 
northwest Municipal 
Conference Bicycle 
plan—which covers 
42 municipalities 
in Cook, lake, 
McHenry, Kane, and 
Dupage counties—
will guide bicycling 
improvement efforts 
for years to come in 
the region.  

active trans is well known for creating 
innovative transportation plans for communities 
throughout the Chicago region. Check out some 
of our planning efforts during the past year. 
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Some 30,000 people turned out for 
our fun-filled events through the year. 
Ranging from big to small, these events 
build connections in the community 
and allow us to reach new supporters 
while spreading the word about the 
transformative nature of healthy, clean 
transportation. 

we build 
community

Active Trans Finances 
revenue type aMount perCentage

 Contract revenue 1,272,353 39.09% 
 program events 1,028,288 31.59% 
 Membership Dues 138,350 4.25% 
 grants and Contributions 542,985 16.68% 
 Donated goods/Services 227,420 6.99% 
 Merchandise 37,964 1.17% 
 Investments/other 7,297 0.22% 
 total 3,254,657 100.00%

expenSe type aMount  perCentage 
 program Services 2,803,807 88.07% 
 Management/general 314,462 9.88% 
 Fundraising 65,423 2.05% 
 total 3,183,692 100.00%

aaa Chicago ∙ the alliance For Biking and Walking 
∙ astraZeneca ∙ Bank of america ∙ Bikes Belong ∙ Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Illinois ∙ the Boeing  Company 
∙ Children’s Memorial Hospital ∙ Clif Bar ∙ Ford Motor 
Company Fund ∙ general Mills Foundation ∙ the Kresge 
Foundation ∙ the national trust for Historic preservation 

∙ new Belgium Brewing Company ∙ patagonia ∙ the polk 
Bros. Foundation ∙ the richard H. Driehaus Foundation 
∙ robert Wood Johnson Foundation ∙ SraM ∙ Stop For 
Maya Foundation ∙ tawani Foundation ∙ u.S. Department 
of education ∙ united Way of Metropolitan Chicago ∙ 
village Cycle

+ nearly 20,000 people 
participated in last 
year’s MB Financial 
Bank Bike the Drive, our 
event that closes lake 
Shore Drive to car traffic 
and opens it to cyclists. 
another 3,500 cyclists 
participated in our long-
standing bike tour of 
Chicago neighborhoods. 

+ Some 450 
companies and 
5,000 people 
from throughout 
Chicagoland got 
involved in our annual 
Bike Commuter 
Challenge, an event 
that pits workplace 
teams head-to-head 
to determine the 
employer with the 
highest number of 
bike commuters. 

+ throughout the 
year, active trans 
organized events—
like restaurant and 
real estate tours, 
and a car-free 
day celebration—
showcasing the ease 
and convenience of 
active transportation. 
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$100 - $499  Jeff aeder ∙ paul aeschleman ∙ Dena al-
Khatib ∙ Judith and Melissa anderson ∙ Jaime angeles ∙ 
Mulubwa Munkanta and Welugewe aningo ∙ David arfa ∙ 
ross Baker ∙ Dan Baldwin ∙ eric Bangeman ∙ patrick and 
pamela Barry ∙ Madeline Baum ∙ William Baumgardt 
∙ Deborah Bayly ∙ Brian Bender ∙ Fred Bates and e. 
Benjamin ∙ Shirlee Berman ∙ Doug Berman ∙ Bernard 
Black ∙ Jane and Mike Blew Healy ∙ Scott Bonnett ∙ 
thomas Borders ∙ greg Borzo ∙ Bradley Braun ∙ Joe 
Breeze ∙ Henry Bronson ∙ Mr. and Mrs. ralph Brown ∙ 
alan and Mary Jo Brown ∙ elizabeth Brune ∙ Bob Brunn ∙ 
John Bucksbaum ∙ Jo ann and norbert Budde ∙ Carl and 
Jennifer Buehrer ∙ ald. Walter Burnett ∙ John Burrell 
∙ elizabeth Burtelow ∙ greg Cameron ∙ rob Cappucci ∙ 
Jill Carabelli ∙ Suzanne Carlson ∙ andy Carter ∙ peter 
Chen ∙ Shafaq Choudry ∙ allen Cichon ∙ gary Clay ∙ 
ronald Coelho ∙ Steve Cohen ∙ ezra and Michelle Cohen 
∙ Michelle Collins ∙ Dolores Connolly ∙ Corey and edda 
Coscioni ∙ Chris Costas ∙ arlene and Harvey Coustan ∙ 
David Spielfogel and lee Crandell ∙ travis Cronkhite ∙ 
vi Daley ∙ John D’ambrose ∙ Will Damico ∙ tom Darcy ∙ 
Miriam Dasic ∙ Jennifer Davis ∙ Michael Davis ∙ robert 
Day ∙ Mark De la vergne ∙ verranzo (tony) De Sadier ∙ 
Mary Debacker ∙ Cindy and James Devlin ∙ erik Didriksen 
∙ James and Michelle Dignan ∙ lynn Donaldson ∙ Caitlin 
Dorsey ∙ andrew Clarke and ladoris Duncan ∙ Zach egan 
∙ David eidenberg ∙ Jamie and Monica elenbaas ∙ Jerry 
enenstein ∙ Marjorie ettlinger ∙ todd Fagen ∙ Warren 
Fellingham ∙ laura Finkel ∙ emily Fitzgerald ∙ gregory 
Forrester ∙ louise Frank ∙ george Frayn ∙ Madelon and 
roger Fross ∙ James Furey ∙ ellen gallo ∙ Frank geilen ∙ 
Chris gent ∙ Henry and Sandra gentry ∙ gary and virginia 
gerst ∙ Matthew gilbert ∙ art gilfand ∙ Chris gladwin ∙ 
Karen glennemeier ∙ peter goldman ∙ Julia goode ∙ Beth 

graham ∙ Judy and William greffin ∙ Dorothy and William 
grimm ∙ norah and Ben guequierre ∙ Jim and Kathleen 
gysler ∙ Michael Haack ∙ Jim Hajicek ∙ tim Hamilton ∙ 
Joseph Hanc ∙ Bill and Diana Harvey ∙ Shelby Hatch ∙ Mr. 
and Mrs. Martin Hauselman ∙ andrew Heidel ∙ Carolyn 
Helmke ∙ adolfo Hernandez ∙ Dr. Michael Herron ∙ 
Heather Cirre and Dave Heselbarth ∙ ronald Heuer ∙ 
Matthew goulish and lin Hixson ∙ elizabeth Holland 
∙ Sidney Hollander ∙ anita Holloway ∙ Hailey Horwath ∙ 
patricia Hunt ∙ Kim Hunt ∙ tom Huyck ∙ Barbara Huyler ∙ 
gary Illg ∙ lisa Jaburek ∙ thomas Jacobs ∙ Carolyn Jahn ∙ 
Steven Jansen ∙ elizabeth Jarvis ∙ Susan Jenks ∙ Jill and 
Sean Johnson andrews ∙ Matthew Joly ∙ Daniel Jordan 
∙ Daniel Joseph ∙ William Kable ∙ timothy adams and 
Karen Kane ∙ Dr. ann Kaplan ∙ Christopher Kardaras 
∙ Steven Karlman ∙ Catherine Kauper-Brown ∙ Walter 
Kawula ∙ Michael Keating ∙ edward Kennedy ∙ Michael 
Burton and gin Kilgore ∙ Holly King ∙ alan allphin and 
Carole King ∙ tom Klimmeck ∙ David Klumpp ∙ Steve 
Knipstein ∙ Catherine and Douglas Knuth ∙ Steve Koch ∙ 
elizabeth Kocsis ∙ Ingeborg Kohler ∙ Ken Kohler ∙ Dayne 
and Maya Kono ∙ Jim Kramer ∙ Michael Kremer ∙ leslie 
Krohn ∙ Sharon Krohn ∙ Chester Kropidlowski ∙ Mike 
Kruger ∙ arthur Krumrey ∙ laura and richard Kuhlman 
∙ tracy Kurtzhals ∙ Daniel laich ∙ emily Hendel and 
Matthew lang ∙ John laplante ∙ nils larsen ∙ lynn and 
William lazarus ∙ Mr. and Mrs. Joe and Julie learner ∙ 
lisa lefkowitz ∙ Charles lerman ∙ Mark lerman ∙ Ms. 
ronna lerner ∙ r. peter Carey and lois lipton ∙ John 
and rochelle lodder ∙ James longfield ∙ greg loose ∙ 
Brian love ∙ philippe lunardelli ∙ Joseph lynn, Iv ∙ emily 
and Jim MacDonald ∙ Christina Maimone ∙ george and 
Kay Mamo ∙ James Mann ∙ robyn Mann ∙ Christopher 
Manning ∙ Barbara and larry Margolis ∙ Joseph Martin 

oct. 2009 to Sept. 2010
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$100 - $499 Big Shoulders realty, llC ∙ Blue Duck 
Catering ∙ Boulevard Bikes ∙ C3 presents ∙ Chicago Water 
taxi ∙ Chipotle ∙ Clark Maxfield properties ∙ Court theatre ∙ 
Desoto House Hotel ∙ Downers grove Bicycling Club ∙ eli’s 
Cheesecake ∙ extreme organizing ∙ Fox valley Bicycle and 
Ski Club ∙ g Boutique ∙ Harmony Haus painting ∙ House 
of Wax ∙ J. gordon Designs ∙ Katten Muchin rosenman 
llp ∙ Koslow Cycle, Inc. ∙ lillstreet art Center ∙ lynfred 
Winery ∙ Metro / Smart Bar ∙ Mikes Bike Shop ∙ Morton 
arboretum ∙ Mother Hubbard’s ∙ Museum of Science & 
Industry ∙ northlight theater ∙ old town School of Folk 
Music ∙ patagonia ∙ po Campo ∙ roberts Cycle ∙ Swrve 
∙ the Field Museum ∙ the Spa at trump ∙ todson Inc. ∙ 
truckchamp.com ∙ upgrade Cycle Works ∙ uptown Bikes 
∙ yojimbo’s garage 

$500 - $999 arlington Heights Bicycle association ∙ 
Cardinal Fitness ∙ Chai lifeline ∙ Christopher Burke 
engineering ∙ Creative Fitness ∙ I-go Car Sharing ∙ I 
Do Foundation ∙ Ing ∙ Jamba Juice ∙ life elements ∙ 
naperville Bike Club ∙ neal & McDevitt ∙ northbrook 
Bicycle Club ∙ respiratory Health association ∙ 
Cowalunga ∙ Southwest airlines, Civic and Charitable 
Contributions ∙ tattooed tees, Inc. 

$1,000 - $9,999 Bank of america Matching gifts ∙ Bicycle 
Club of lake County ∙ Bike and roll Chicago ∙ Caribou 
Coffee ∙ Chicago athlete ∙ Citigold ∙ Clear Wireless ∙ 
Clif Bar ∙ Dank Haus ∙ Dutch Bike Co. ∙ evanston Bicycle 
Club ∙ Fairmont Hotel Chicago ∙ Fitness Formula Club ∙ 
Fuzzy Math ∙ goose Island Brewpub ∙ Hospira employee 
Matching ∙ league of Illinois Bicyclists ∙ McHenry County 
Bicycle Club ∙ Michigan apple Committee ∙ MS Society 
∙ naked Juice ∙ neS/roadsafe ∙ pearl Izumi ∙ power 
Balance ∙ rapid transit Cycleshop ∙ reI ∙ reside living 
∙ roscoe village Bikes ∙ unitedHealthcare ∙ village Cycle 
Center ∙ Wheeling Wheelmen ∙ Whole Foods  

$10,000+ Chicago transit authority ∙ Columbia 
Sportswear Company ∙  Kozy’s Cyclery ∙ nBC5 Chicago 
∙ paCe ∙ Schwinn ∙ SraM Corporation ∙ WDrv the Drive

∙ lesley Martin ∙ Holly Martin ∙ Clifford Massie ∙ tom 
Masters ∙ Charles Matza ∙ gordon McDonald ∙ Joanne 
McKell ∙ James McKenna ∙ Bryan Merrill ∙ Sophie 
Michals ∙ John Mielnik ∙ Daniel Miller ∙ Keith Mistrik 
∙ Frank Mitchell ∙ rob Mohler ∙ Kelly and rhys Moore ∙ 
James Motzer ∙ Ms. Karen raden and Mr. tony Mroczek 
∙ russ Mueller ∙ Marilyn Murphy ∙ Colin Murphy ∙ thomas 
Murtha ∙ Michael nawrocki ∙ Mike neary ∙ William nedza 
∙ lowell nelson ∙ roger nelson ∙ Carolyn neuman ∙ 
lawrence neuman ∙ gareth newfield ∙ naneil newlon 
∙ Cheryl Dudeck and terry nicola ∙ Jolie Macier and 
James niehoff ∙ Jim nugent ∙ Christine o’Brien ∙ patrick 
o’Connor ∙ gavin o’Donahue ∙ Jim o’Donnell ∙ Christina 
and robert Carter o’Brien ∙ Mathew grimes and 
Christina ochs ∙ nadia oehlsen ∙ Bernard o’reilly ∙ anita 
orlikoff ∙ thomas osterkorn ∙ Barbara and Scott padiak 
∙ Michael Frerker and allison park ∙ Mark parts ∙ Chirag 
patel ∙ Michael peck ∙ Julia, Karl and Shauna peet ∙ neil 
pellicci ∙ Mark perlow ∙ Bill and Jean peterman ∙ Bill and 
Suzan pinsof ∙ Sara polonsky ∙ paul pomerance ∙ Dean 
radcliffe and Maria poulos ∙ aaron erkenswick and 
Melissa powers ∙ paul Cochran and edie Quinby ∙ Keri 
rainsberger ∙ Kiersten grove and Zubin rao ∙ Sharon 
Maloy and Mark, Sage and Sky raulston ∙ Margarita 
reina ∙ yamile reina ∙ Sylvie legere and todd ricketts 
∙ patty vinyard and Wes ridgeway ∙ James roche ∙ 
Debra Hass and Buc rogers ∙ Sarah Mangelsdorf and 
Karl rosengren ∙ gracemary and peter rosenthal ∙ 
elliot rossen ∙ todd Wiltse and linda rosul ∙ Joel and 
Cessy roth ∙ greg rothman ∙ Charles rubner ∙ John 
rudnicki ∙ Dan and Sarah rudrud ∙ Scott Sanderson ∙ 
Dan Schleifer ∙ Michael and rhoda Schlesinger ∙ John 
Schneider ∙ Matt Schoenfeldt ∙ Kathy Schubert ∙ Briget 
Schwab ∙ Dorie Schwertz ∙ Stephen Scott ∙ Barbara and 
John Seaman ∙ David Seglin ∙ Jill Mcgowan and Mark 
Sheehy ∙ Melody geraci and Sharon Sheridan ∙ Mary 
Davis and ron Sherman ∙ Karen Shinners ∙ ann Shroyer 
∙ Cheryl and Craig Simon ∙ lee Skinner ∙ lauralyn 
persson and laurence Sloma ∙ timothy Smith ∙ Stephen 
Sohn ∙ Whitman Soule ∙ greg Spear ∙ Matthew Speer 

∙ adena Staben ∙ Kevin Stanciel ∙ Joe Stanis ∙ richard 
Stefan ∙ Brian Stockmaster ∙ Stuart Strong ∙ Matthew 
Stuczynski ∙ Joanne Bjerga and Mark Suri ∙ Juliette 
and Sam Swett ∙ Jerry Szatan ∙ Barry taerbaum ∙ Carol 
talisse ∙ ellen patridge and ed tanzman ∙ David Davis 
and lucia tebbetts ∙ thomas terry ∙ Kathy tholin ∙ evan 
and Maria thomas ∙ David thomas ∙ John thomason ∙ 
greg thompson ∙ tara thompson ∙ ann tomlinson ∙ 
Bryan traubert ∙ Joseph tyler ∙ elle ullum ∙ Constance 
van Der eb ∙ John and Sharon van pelt ∙ richard 
vander Molen ∙ Catherine and eberhard veit ∙ Dominick 
vetrano ∙ Jeanette virgilio ∙ lisa von Drehle ∙ anna 
Wagner ∙ peter Wahlgren ∙ Jacqueline Walker ∙ Michael 
Wasserman ∙ gene Wedoff ∙ Helen and David Weiner ∙ 
David Weisbach ∙ Mark and nancy Weksler ∙ audrey and 
Herbert Wennink ∙ nancy Sinclair and Sidney Weseman 
∙ Charlene and Sam Wexler ∙ Kim Stone and Ken Wexler 
∙ Dan and Julie Wheeler ∙ Donna and Jay Williams ∙ 
John Wilson ∙ Sundee Wislow ∙ terry Witt ∙ leonard and 
revecca xavier ∙ Chip yager ∙ richard yant ∙ andrej and 
Deborah Zajac ∙ Howard Zar ∙ Michael Zellmann ∙ Ken 
Ziejewski ∙ robert Zimmerman ∙ Herbert Zobel

$500–$999 rod and Julie Berthold ∙ James and Marie 
Considine ∙ Steve Buchtel and laura Devine ∙ norma 
Friedemann ∙ roger Harris ∙ Bob Hoel ∙ Becky and Steve 
Kismohr ∙ nancy Knights ∙ Jim Kreps ∙ Susan levin ∙ 
rep. elaine nekritz ∙ Bruce rosenzweig ∙ luke Mcguire 
and Claire Sandahl ∙ Carl Schoedel ∙ Scott Simmons ∙ al 
Sturges ∙ pat Weiland

$1,000 - $9,999 aaron ali ∙ anne alt ∙ John and lynn 
annis ∙ anonymous ∙ Chris Brunn ∙ F.K. Day ∙ Stan Day 
∙ James Freeman ∙ Jay Fried ∙ Kevin Womac and Karen 
Furlong ∙ David goltz ∙ Janet and Michael Hanley ∙ Jane 
Hauck ∙ Cherilyn Heramb and Bob Kunze ∙ Susan geil 
and randy neufeld ∙ neal ney ∙ Sally olds ∙ Col. James 
pritzker ∙ Julie Kiefer and David reinisch ∙ Kati rooney 
and Jim Hennessey ∙ Josh Squire ∙ Christ Stacey ∙ 
Jennifer Wilson
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